Average Attendance:

95.63%
We have had another fantastic term!
With a lot of enthusiasm, we have
continued our history focus on
WW2. We have been learning about
the effects of the war in Britain –
which included a funny part of a
lesson sitting in our Morrison
shelters (under the tables). I wish I
had a photo to share! We also had a
wonderful time at Dover Castle –
where the children were praised by
staff for the excellent behaviour and
engaging questions.

The children have continued their
maths lessons with attentiveness –
helped by some smarties, fruit
‘mocktails’ and outside learning.
We have secured our knowledge of
area and perimeter as well as using
protractors to measure angles.
We have been unrelenting in our
test practise- you’ll be please to
read that the children all approach
these with calm common sense.
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We have revelled in many creative
lessons this term – the carrot cookies
from a war time rationing recipe being
one of our favourites. We have also
drawn all over our tables measuring
angles in Maths and spent time in our
outside area creating towers from sticks
when learning about measurements.
Next term we will be looking at
architecture from around the world and
from different religions which will be
fascinating.

Looking to Term 5
Next term, we will be looking at Arabian Nights as our
Next
ter
English text, properties of shape (including circles) in
maths, Animals in their Habitats in Science and the
classroom in French – we will be continuing with
Understanding Christianity in RE and using Purple Mash
as part of our ICT lessons.

Highlights to look forward to . . .
School Journey and Greenwich Trip
Astrodome visit
Magistrates talk
Ist Aid Course
World at Work Day
Year 6 Together Day
Kent Police Schools Open Day
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Please continue to support your
child with:
 Practising times tables (66% of
SAT’s paper need times table
knowledge)
 Practising year 5/6 spelling
words
 Reading – both fluency and
speed.

After Easter we will have just

13

school days before the SAT’s. Please
ensure your child is in school every
day.

I have had such a brilliant year with
this class so far. The children are well
behaved, interested and interesting to
teach. They conduct themselves very
well when out of school and
represent, me, their class, the school,
YOU and themselves beautifully. They
make me very proud.

